Sample Ask a Librarian Information Packet
Hello
Attached is a selected bibliography that lists links to reliable, current consumer
information websites that discuss general aspects of neuroendocrine tumors.
There are several links to primarily non-profit or government agency affiliated web
sites such as the National Library of Medicine or the American Cancer Society, that
present solid background information on neuroendocrine tumors, and information
that has been prepared specifically with the health consumer in mind. We generally
avoid commercial websites or those with advertising.
I also included the attached pamphlet from the consumer health section of one of
our major licensed databases. Please don’t hesitate to let me know if you would like
additional material, or if you are interested in a specific aspect or if you would like a
whole new search on an altogether different subject.
As our disclaimer* below states, The Ask a Librarian service is not intended to
dispense medical advice nor does it replace or substitute for a conversation with
your medial provider or physician. We hope however that the information presented
may actually help further your knowledge or facilitate any discussion with a medical
provider.
You might also consider checking with your local public library for any books on the
topic, as many of the public libraries loan out quality books on a wide range of
consumer health topics of interest.
Again, we can look further and also provide additional PDFs from other subscription
databases if you’d like.
I hope that the content presented is useful to you and please let me know if you
have any questions or if we can be of additional assistance.
* The “Ask a Librarian” service provides selected, background information related to your
topic of interest. It does not include ALL available information in existence. The information
here does not replace the expert advice of your health care provider or physician. It is
important to consult your medical provider for information on a given condition, test,
medical procedure, therapy or wellness information. Your health care provider should be the
source of medical advice related to your specific concerns.
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